
Five friends are playing a RPG Game. Figure out the attributes of each character.

Armor: blue, orange, pink, red, yellow

Name: Ember, Horizon, Jade, Riven, Solstice

Race: dwarf, giant, gnome, orc, troll

Weapon: bow, dagger, hammer, spear, wand

Monster: beast, dragon, fey, humanoid, plant

Ability: charisma, dexterity, intelligence, stealth, wisdom

Solstice is the one wearing Pink armor.

The character wielding a Hammer has Dexterity.

The Red armored character is also wielding a Hammer.

Jade is wielding a Bow.

The Pink armored character is also �ghting a Fey.

The Pink armored character is somewhere to the left of

the character �ghting a Beast.

Solstice has the trait that is Charisma.

Riven is wielding a Wand.

The character wearing Yellow armor has Wisdom.

The player with Intelligence is somewhere between the

player wielding a Dagger and the player with Dexterity,

in that order.

Ember is next to Riven.

Horizon is somewhere to the right of the Orange

armored character.

The Gnome has the ability of Stealth.

Solstice is a Troll.

The Blue armored character is immediately after the

character with Wisdom.

The character �ghting a Dragon is next to the character

wearing Pink armor.

The Giant has Wisdom.

Riven is �ghting a Humanoid.

The Archer is somewhere between the character with

Wisdom and the one �ghting with a Spear, in that order.

The character with Wisdom is next to the one �ghting a

Dragon.

The player wielding a Wand is right before the Orc.
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Five friends are playing a RPG Game. Figure out the attributes of each character.

Armor: blue, orange, pink, red, yellow

Name: Ember, Horizon, Jade, Riven, Solstice

Race: dwarf, giant, gnome, orc, troll

Weapon: bow, dagger, hammer, spear, wand

Monster: beast, dragon, fey, humanoid, plant

Ability: charisma, dexterity, intelligence, stealth, wisdom

Solstice is the one wearing Pink armor.

The character wielding a Hammer has Dexterity.

The Red armored character is also wielding a Hammer.

Jade is wielding a Bow.

The Pink armored character is also �ghting a Fey.

The Pink armored character is somewhere to the left of

the character �ghting a Beast.

Solstice has the trait that is Charisma.

Riven is wielding a Wand.

The character wearing Yellow armor has Wisdom.

The player with Intelligence is somewhere between the

player wielding a Dagger and the player with Dexterity,

in that order.

Ember is next to Riven.

Horizon is somewhere to the right of the Orange

armored character.

The Gnome has the ability of Stealth.

Solstice is a Troll.

The Blue armored character is immediately after the

character with Wisdom.

The character �ghting a Dragon is next to the character

wearing Pink armor.

The Giant has Wisdom.

Riven is �ghting a Humanoid.

The Archer is somewhere between the character with

Wisdom and the one �ghting with a Spear, in that order.

The character with Wisdom is next to the one �ghting a

Dragon.

The player wielding a Wand is right before the Orc.
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Armor orange ye��ow bl�� pink ��d

Name Ember Riven Ja�� Solstice Horizon

Race gno�� giant orc tro�� dwarf

Weapon dagger wand bow spear ham��r

Monster plant humanoid dragon fey beast

Ability s����th wisdom in����igence charisma ��x��rity
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